Active
User Bundle
Keep the music going – with or
without wires.
Our convenient wired/wireless audio bundle is perfect for
the Active User. Listen cable-free at the gym, on the go or
just about anywhere with the Level Active wireless
headphones. When wireless isn’t an option, plug in and
keep the music going with the Active wired headphones.

Black Bundle EO-BG930CBBNDL
White Bundle EO-BG930CWBNDL

MSRP $79.99

Active

In-ear headphones
The Samsung Active in-ear headset is perfect for the active
listener. It combines comfort, stability and high-quality audio into
a stylish and compact package. Large 12mm speaker units give the
Active serious sound while the contoured ear gels with stabilizing
wings make it comfortable enough for long term wear and stable
enough for the treadmill.

Features
- Large 12mm drivers
- Winged ear gels for in-ear stability and improved sound
- In-line remote with volume and send/receive phone control
- Ultra-soft, contoured gels reduce unwanted noise and
improve audio quality
Available in Black and White

Wireless ﬁtness earbuds
Level Active delivers quality sound in a lightweight,
hassle-free package with up to 5.5 hrs battery life –
enough for even the longest workout. A variety of ear
hooks, eartips and stabilizing wingtips allow you to
ﬁnd the perfect ﬁt, keeping your headset in place
during even the most intense activity. The earbuds
are connected by a convenient around-the-neck cable
with built-in remote for controlling music and calls.

Features
- Android and iOS† compatible.
- Wireless around-the-neck design
- P2i coating protects speakers from sweat and weather*
- Up to 5.5hr/5.5hr/250hr (play/talk/standby)***
- Hold active key on right earbud for 3 seconds to connect
directly to S Health to track performance and activity**
- Designed for ﬁtness with a variety of stabilizing ear
piece options

Available in Black and White

*Exposure to excessive moisture can cause severe malfunction.
**Compatible with Samsung S-Health, clock and timer apps
**Battery power consumption depends on factors such as conﬁguration, connected mobile devices, signal strength, operating temperature, features selected, frequency of calls and voice, data and other application usage patterns.
† Music functionality available to iOS users.
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